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We have completed yet another stage of our programme. We searched on the internet 
when looking for information on the Jews in Chelm, their culture and tradition. We 
prepared a bibliography relating to these themes. WE are still collecting reports from 
historical witnesses, who still remember Chelm as it was during the WW2 period.  
 
We wrote down a short history of the Jewish minority inhabiting our town, we has been 
placed in the heritage section on the internet site FODZ. 
22.02.2006 is the date on which a meeting took place with the regionalist Mr Zbigniew 
Lubaszewski from Chelm. Students taking part in the programme had the opportunity to 
gain more specific information on the history of the Jews from Chelm. 
Mr Lubaszewski spoke very interestingly on the sites of material culture and the role the 
Jews played in the 20 year Inter-War period in our town.. We published an article on our 
activities in the school newspaper dedicated to tolerance. We also appealed to all the 
other students to join up to the work on our program. Here are the reflections of one 
student Anna Kaminska from grade 1d after the meeting with Mr Lubaszewski : " I was 
very sad that all the cultural and historical heritage which the Jews had been building for 
so many years in Chelm was completely destroyed. The Jewish people had been living 
here for over five centuries, yet despite this fact most of us young people are ignorant of 
the immense role that they played in the history of our town. That's why I think that we 
ought to bring memory back." 
 
We are trying to look for signs of this forgotten history from old photographs. Below are 
some found photographs. 
 

 
 

Ausweis (ID card) for Szlama Jankiel Boden, 1941 
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School ID card of Abraham Boden, 1935 

 

 

 
 

The Synagogue on Kopernika Street, early 1940s 
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The Old Synagogue, late 1940s 
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A group of school children in between the wars 

 

 
 

1st of May March, 1930. Abraham Berland, the president of the Union of the Jewish Laborers, 

carries the standard. 
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In the National Archive from Chelm, Anna Kozlowska, a student from grade 1d, found advertisements run in 
"Zwierciadlo" in 1923- 1932 - a Chelm newspaper. 
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We also found a report by Lipman Schnayder on the life of the Jews in Chelm during the years 1939-1942. The 
report comes from the book „The Life and Extermination of the Polish Jews 1939-1945, The Reports of 
Witnesses" edited by M.Grynberg. We were very affected by the information on the March of Death. The eldest 
inhabitants of the town remember it as a manifestation of great cruelty. 
 
We also contacted the IPN (Institute for National Memory) Mr. Adam Pulawski, a worker from the Lublin branch 
of the IPN will presented a lecture" The Extermination of the Jews during the Second World War" on the 
22.03.2006 (we will provide further information) 
 
We are looking forward to our cooperation with the Society "Miasteczko"; soon we will become acquainted with 
Mrs. Agnieszka Pozniak, who will tell us more on the society's ideology. We are also counting on an intense 
cooperation with the cataloguing of the cemetery.  
 
We are waiting impatiently for our meeting with the staff from the “NN Theatre - Brama Grodzka”, Mr. Witold 
Dąbrowski and Mr. P. Choroś have declared to help us with the realization of our program.  
 
We are working on a town map of Chelm. We hope to mark sites and traces of Jewish culture on it. As up till 
now a tourist trail dedicated to this theme has not yet been created. Maybe we'll manage to do exactly this. 
The more we deepen our knowledge on Jewish culture and history, the faster we come with new ideas for our 
program. 


